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Quick Scan Aspect Key
The longer the bar, the slower the aspecting planet and the longer the aspect's duration.

¡¢£¤¥¦§¨©À¬10 Jan ¨ Ô
05:37 pm MST Tran-Tran
Uranus Stationary Direct in 09th House

02Ò’39'

22Òš46'
12 Jan § Â À 09:07 am MST Tran-Tran
This roughly yearlong stretch marks a time when conservative ideas and organizations gain
their power through force, fear, or covert activities, or by simply steamrolling their opposition.
The McCarthy era is a good example of this feeling. If you're not specifically in the way of this
sort of operation, this probably has little personal effect, but it puts an air of worry in the social
background that things are not as stable as they should be and that something somehow is
amiss. That even filters down to children born in this period, who are noted for anxiety and
depression and the psychologically driven creativity that sometimes induces in later
adulthood.
10Òš37'
17 Jan ¦ Â ¨ 10:45 pm MST Tran-Nat
You are at a high peak of self-discovery, and may experience revelations that are quite
startling to you. The temptation will be to break with all else and follow the new path, but don't
burn your bridges behind you. There are many paths for each person. The truth lies in all, not
just in one.
12Òš24'
25 Jan ¦ Ã © 09:56 pm MST Tran-Nat
You may find yourself totally in conflict, as inner beliefs balk at obvious opportunity. Do you
compromise yourself to win, or let lost gains be the price of moral victory? It may be the time
for a personal re-evaluation all around, for testing of standards and judging their long-term
validity.
13Òš23'
30 Jan ¦ Ã ¢ 08:41 am MST Tran-Nat
Stop-and-go energies within make it hard to stay on one subject at a time, so be ready to
diversify. Avoid commitments that require steady or constant attention in favor of those that
will let you come and go as you please. What goes unfinished now can be completed later, if
you design it that way.
13Òš24'
30 Jan ¦ Â ¥ 10:45 am MST Tran-Nat
A major boost of energy is on the way, which can carry you like a surfer on a monster wave if
you direct it properly. Strength, stamina, and initiative are fueled for whatever project you
wish to channel the energy into. The key is to direct it so it neither runs away with you nor is
wasted.
17Òš46'
20 Feb ¦ Æ © 08:57 am MST Tran-Tran
A more realistic and satisfying way to blend dreams, hopes, and expectations by sharing is in
the wind, if you are willing to take a deep breath. Actually, a series of shallow breaths
describes it better. What once you may have kept to yourself, it is time to exchange with
others who have been in the same situation. Fortunately, the air is very conducive to doing
just that, and what might have been hard to say before comes more easily with the
knowledge that it is a two-way street of mutual trust and reward. You may find this critical to
your happiness, or you may just find yourself in a general situation where it helps others and
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it's the best thing to do to go along. Either way, you win.

27Òš27'
22 Feb § Æ § 01:16 pm MST Tran-Nat
A generalized trend of stabilization of a mild sort may be expected, marked by heightened
social sensitivity and recognition of the needs of those around you -- how to tend to them and
how to garner their support. Nothing dramatic, just a feeling that you intuitively know how to fit
in better.
10Ò”37'
29 Feb ¡ Ã ¨ 08:00 am MST Prog-Nat
It can be particularly easy to let surprise emotions out into the open without necessarily
meaning to, which can stimulate inventiveness and originality or simply initiate social train
wrecks, so be spontaneous but watch what you say. Unexpected honesty can be refreshing,
but it can have consequences, so weigh them.
20Òš26'
05 Mar ¦ Ã ¦ 03:26 pm MST Tran-Nat
This is a crisis point along the path to your long-range goals and should be taken quite
seriously. Thoughts of abandoning six years of efforts in favor of a new direction are strong,
but you are likely better off to regroup, pool your resources, and move ahead, after some
realistic appraisal of the options.
29Òš43'
18 Mar § Ä ¡ 02:54 am MST Tran-Nat
Solid emotional support makes your reaction strong and firm, and reliable to your friends. You
can usually count on your first decisions, made perhaps a bit slower than at other times, but
with greater confidence and surety. A fine time for passing out advice and being a fountain of
adages and folk wisdom!
00Ò›00'
21 Mar § Â › 08:58 pm MST Tran-Tran
The next couple of years do not hold much promise for those who have entrenched
themselves in commonness. The one-size-fits-all philosophy will see some serious setbacks
as quality and quantity part company and leveling bureaucratic structures get shaken up and
shaken down. If you've been tending to your own business, this fortunately won't include you.
24Òš53'
04 Apr ¦ Â À 07:00 pm MST Tran-Tran
Sometimes innovation and expansion arrive on a gentle breeze, sometimes on a hurricane.
This time it is likely to see the latter, when progress is not to be resisted or it will overcome
you by sheer force. This does not mean you have to get on board of every new brainstorm,
but if you see a juggernaut coming, either climb on or get out of the way. On a personal level,
however, this can mean shoving your ideas or beliefs down someone's throat, albeit with wellmeaning, and that can be tantamount to coercion or worse. No means no, whether you
believe it or not, and since the tendency for coercion is in the air in general, you may be the
one on the receiving end to most benefit from that.
06Ò’20'
21 Apr ¨ Å £ 02:46 pm MST Tran-Nat
At times it may seem that you are burning out your brain pan to no particular avail, which is
probably correct. You are besieged with new ideas and approaches that demand immediate
implementation and then simply don't work. Let them cook on the back burner and mature -their change will save you pain.
12Ò”24'
24 Apr ¡ Â © 08:23 am MST Prog-Nat
Don't be surprised if you find yourself adrift on your dreams for the next couple of months,
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which can be a treat if you've cleared your decks of practical matters so you can let it happen.
You can't be pinned down right now, so don't go there, but let yourself float and give your
imagination full sway.
25 Apr À Ó
07:24 am MST Tran-Tran
Pluto Stationary Retrograde in 06th House

24Òš59'Ñ

20Òœ26'
09 May © Ä ¦ 11:03 am MST Tran-Nat
Make swift strides toward your chosen goals, with little thought of details or precision -overall thrust is everything and sureness and purity of direction will see you through for the
moment. Intuitive vision guides you with accuracy and maximizes the effect of natural,
unmonitored moves.
10 May § Ó
06:49 pm MST Tran-Tran
Saturn Stationary Retrograde in 06th House

01Ò›57'Ñ

14 May ¦ Ó
06:11 am MST Tran-Tran
Jupiter Stationary Retrograde in 06th House

27Òš14'Ñ

13Ò”23'
24 May ¡ Â ¢ 01:45 pm MST Prog-Nat
Expect a bit of an ego boost for a while, as your one-two Sun-Moon punch is right in tune in
your Sun sign. So for the moment you may be best off putting your eggs all in one basket
where you can take advantage of big steps forward without dividing your energies. Presenting
a solid front is easy and puts you ahead of the game.
13Ò”24'
25 May ¡ Ã ¥ 03:41 am MST Prog-Nat
You sometimes have to make your move, even though your heart isn't fully behind it. Having
mixed feelings about your actions doesn't help with follow through, so it may be time to make
your judgments based on outward analysis alone and do what you have to, despite
misgivings, letting your gut catch up to it later.
20 Jun À Å ¢ 02:06 pm MST Arc-Nat

13Ò—23'

22 Jun © Ó
03:42 pm MST Tran-Tran
Neptune Stationary Retrograde in 07th House

20Òœ58'Ñ

27 Jun À Å ¥ 11:05 am MST Arc-Nat

13Ò—24'

24Òš06'Ñ
29 Jun ¦ Â À 11:43 pm MST Tran-Tran
Sometimes innovation and expansion arrive on a gentle breeze, sometimes on a hurricane.
This time it is likely to see the latter, when progress is not to be resisted or it will overcome
you by sheer force. This does not mean you have to get on board of every new brainstorm,
but if you see a juggernaut coming, either climb on or get out of the way. On a personal level,
however, this can mean shoving your ideas or beliefs down someone's throat, albeit with wellmeaning, and that can be tantamount to coercion or worse. No means no, whether you
believe it or not, and since the tendency for coercion is in the air in general, you may be the
one on the receiving end to most benefit from that.
00Ò›00'Ñ
01 Jul § Â š 04:47 pm MST Tran-Tran
Although work may be its own reward, the work ethic is not a guarantee of success. The next
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couple of years reveal that, as efficient and judicious effort is rewarded while those who have
been only repeating operations based on previous success will find their edifices relentlessly
crumble. The past reaches the future only through change, don't forget it.

29Òš43'Ñ
05 Jul § Ä ¡ 10:00 pm MST Tran-Nat
Solid emotional support makes your reaction strong and firm, and reliable to your friends. You
can usually count on your first decisions, made perhaps a bit slower than at other times, but
with greater confidence and surety. A fine time for passing out advice and being a fountain of
adages and folk wisdom!
20Òš39'Ñ
27 Jul ¦ Æ © 09:11 am MST Tran-Tran
A more realistic and satisfying way to blend dreams, hopes, and expectations by sharing is in
the wind, if you are willing to take a deep breath. Actually, a series of shallow breaths
describes it better. What once you may have kept to yourself, it is time to exchange with
others who have been in the same situation. Fortunately, the air is very conducive to doing
just that, and what might have been hard to say before comes more easily with the
knowledge that it is a two-way street of mutual trust and reward. You may find this critical to
your happiness, or you may just find yourself in a general situation where it helps others and
it's the best thing to do to go along. Either way, you win.
20Òš26'Ñ
29 Jul ¦ Ã ¦ 04:37 am MST Tran-Nat
This is a crisis point along the path to your long-range goals and should be taken quite
seriously. Thoughts of abandoning six years of efforts in favor of a new direction are strong,
but you are likely better off to regroup, pool your resources, and move ahead, after some
realistic appraisal of the options.
10Ò’37'
01 Aug ¨ Ä ¨ 11:43 am MST Tran-Nat
You find yourself in a period of prime life creativity, during which you may easily call upon the
muse within to inspire your efforts and bring increase to the more difficult efforts you have laid
down in earlier times. You may reap an easy flow of productivity by drawing on the base you
have laid down.
27Òš27'Ñ
06 Aug § Æ § 04:03 am MST Tran-Nat
A generalized trend of stabilization of a mild sort may be expected, marked by heightened
social sensitivity and recognition of the needs of those around you -- how to tend to them and
how to garner their support. Nothing dramatic, just a feeling that you intuitively know how to fit
in better.
20Òœ26'Ñ
07 Aug © Ä ¦ 02:48 pm MST Tran-Nat
Make swift strides toward your chosen goals, with little thought of details or precision -overall thrust is everything and sureness and purity of direction will see you through for the
moment. Intuitive vision guides you with accuracy and maximizes the effect of natural,
unmonitored moves.
15 Aug ¨ Ó
04:04 am MST Tran-Tran
Uranus Stationary Retrograde in 09th House

10Ò’41'Ñ

10Ò’37'Ñ
29 Aug ¨ Ä ¨ 02:00 am MST Tran-Nat
You find yourself in a period of prime life creativity, during which you may easily call upon the
muse within to inspire your efforts and bring increase to the more difficult efforts you have laid
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down in earlier times. You may reap an easy flow of productivity by drawing on the base you
have laid down.
12 Sep ¦ Ô
05:09 pm MST Tran-Tran
Jupiter Stationary Direct in 05th House

17Òš24'

28 Sep § Ô
08:31 pm MST Tran-Tran
Saturn Stationary Direct in 06th House

25Òš20'

04 Oct À Ô
00:16 am MST Tran-Tran
Pluto Stationary Direct in 05th House

22Òš29'

18Òš45'
12 Oct ¦ Æ © 00:06 am MST Tran-Tran
A more realistic and satisfying way to blend dreams, hopes, and expectations by sharing is in
the wind, if you are willing to take a deep breath. Actually, a series of shallow breaths
describes it better. What once you may have kept to yourself, it is time to exchange with
others who have been in the same situation. Fortunately, the air is very conducive to doing
just that, and what might have been hard to say before comes more easily with the
knowledge that it is a two-way street of mutual trust and reward. You may find this critical to
your happiness, or you may just find yourself in a general situation where it helps others and
it's the best thing to do to go along. Either way, you win.
20Òš26'
27 Oct ¦ Ã ¦ 05:08 am MST Tran-Nat
This is a crisis point along the path to your long-range goals and should be taken quite
seriously. Thoughts of abandoning six years of efforts in favor of a new direction are strong,
but you are likely better off to regroup, pool your resources, and move ahead, after some
realistic appraisal of the options.
22Òš52'
12 Nov ¦ Â À 02:06 pm MST Tran-Tran
Sometimes innovation and expansion arrive on a gentle breeze, sometimes on a hurricane.
This time it is likely to see the latter, when progress is not to be resisted or it will overcome
you by sheer force. This does not mean you have to get on board of every new brainstorm,
but if you see a juggernaut coming, either climb on or get out of the way. On a personal level,
however, this can mean shoving your ideas or beliefs down someone's throat, albeit with wellmeaning, and that can be tantamount to coercion or worse. No means no, whether you
believe it or not, and since the tendency for coercion is in the air in general, you may be the
one on the receiving end to most benefit from that.
13Ò–23'
17 Nov ¬ Æ ¢ 00:40 am MST Arc-Nat
Your personal commitment to what you are doing is likely evident to everyone, so you don't
have to go proving yourself where career or professional matters are concerned. Better to
concentrate on what you're doing day to day and let people's talk develop on its own -- it will
be most supportive when you ignore it.
27Òš27'
19 Nov § Æ § 09:11 am MST Tran-Nat
A generalized trend of stabilization of a mild sort may be expected, marked by heightened
social sensitivity and recognition of the needs of those around you -- how to tend to them and
how to garner their support. Nothing dramatic, just a feeling that you intuitively know how to fit
in better.
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13Ò–24'
23 Nov ¬ Ä ¥ 09:36 pm MST Arc-Nat
Any projects you are involved in right now will be giving you good press, so take some time
out now and then to find out what and why. You don't have to make overt efforts to promote
yourself, as your work speaks for you, but it's not a bad idea to investigate why people like
what you're doing without your even telling them about it.
28 Nov © Ô
02:13 pm MST Tran-Tran
Neptune Stationary Direct in 07th House

18Òœ10'

27Òš27'
07 Dec ¦ Æ § 04:40 am MST Tran-Nat
Cautious redevelopment of your own inner support system will benefit you greatly. Now is the
time to strengthen the defenses you may have taken for granted and fill in the chinks in your
armor that have developed over time. A judicious blend of the new and old builds a stronger
edifice all around.
29Òš43'
14 Dec § Ä ¡ 03:18 am MST Tran-Nat
Solid emotional support makes your reaction strong and firm, and reliable to your friends. You
can usually count on your first decisions, made perhaps a bit slower than at other times, but
with greater confidence and surety. A fine time for passing out advice and being a fountain of
adages and folk wisdom!
00Ò›00'
16 Dec § Â › 10:03 pm MST Tran-Tran
The next couple of years do not hold much promise for those who have entrenched
themselves in commonness. The one-size-fits-all philosophy will see some serious setbacks
as quality and quantity part company and leveling bureaucratic structures get shaken up and
shaken down. If you've been tending to your own business, this fortunately won't include you.
29Òš43'
17 Dec ¦ Ä ¡ 10:11 pm MST Tran-Nat
Easy-going feelings rule the day and you're likely to be right on base in your inner judgments
of the situation, particularly where long-term judgments are concerned. A feeling of largesse
lets you forgive and forget easily, but don't write off situations that might repeat themselves to
your detriment.
00Ò›00'
19 Dec ¦ Â › 06:08 am MST Tran-Tran
The upward path this coming year will be much about giving everybody a piece of the pie and
sharing all resources to pull ahead together. It's not a great climate for going solo, since
everybody's looking to share both wealth and burden, but it's a good time to discover
untapped potential in people and places which were there all along.
00Ò›29'
21 Dec ¦ Â § 11:23 am MST Tran-Tran
This broad social-economic indicator portrays a current climate of social and financial change
in which new ways of approaching life come up to challenge more traditional beliefs and
methods, marking a year or so of turmoil and uncertainty as it all sorts out. Just as so many
individual dramas were played against the backdrop of World War II (begun under this
aspect), your own play finds itself on a stage possessed by strong forces and currents, which,
if well taken, lead on to fortune. These are what the Chinese called "interesting times," less
predictable and more heroic than most.
20Ò”26'
28 Dec ¡ Â ¦ 11:14 pm MST Prog-Nat
Don't be surprised if your heart is gaining a couple of sizes - this is one area in which you
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don't have to watch your weight. You're in an expansive mood in general, and your reaction is
to wrap yourself around the situation and devour the whole enchilada. That, however, could
involve some weight gain, so make sure your eyes aren't bigger than your stomach.
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